
Mobile Telecommunications Sourcing Act

The Act was the direct result of a collaborative effort between state and local organizations and the wireless
telecommunications industry to simplify the taxation of wireless telecommunications services. The Act implemented a
method assuming all wireless calls are sourced to a subscriber’s place of primary use (either residential or business
address), allowing such place to be the tax jurisdiction for the calls regardless of where they originate, terminate or
pass through. This Act simplified the administrative burden caused by the “two-out-of-three test” in Goldberg v. Sweet
(origination, termination, and in-state service address).1

The House Judiciary Committee deemed the sourcing provisions in the Act appropriate, finding that the “‘substantial
nexus’ prong of the analysis is satisfied because the taxing jurisdiction is the place where the contractual obligation
arises which allows the customer to make the call which originates and terminates elsewhere.”2 The Committee found
constitutional authority for the legislation under the Commerce Clause.3

The National Governors Association has cited the Mobile Telecommunications Sourcing Act as “the model for states
and industry working together to solve complex state tax issues . . . to resolve the questions of when and how states
could tax mobile phone service.”4

STATE SUPPORT OF FEDERAL ACTION

There are several recent examples of states supporting federal action in the state tax arena. These include the Mobile 
Telecommunications Sourcing Act, the Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking Act, and the Marketplace Fairness Act.
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Prevent All Cigarette Trafficking Act (PACT) Act

The PACT Act requires, among other things, for Internet and other mail-order sellers of cigarettes and smokeless
tobacco to pay all applicable federal, state, and local taxes and affix related tax stamps before delivering cigarettes or
smokeless tobacco to any customer. The National Conference of State Legislatures supported the PACT Act because
“[i]llegal interstate, tribal and internet sale of tobacco products . . . has a particularly negative effect on state
revenues.”5 Tenth Amendment constitutional claims against this Act have been raised and dismissed.6

Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013

If a state is a member of the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement or meets certain minimum simplification
requirements, this Act would grant the state the authority to compel remote sellers to collect sales tax, as a state may
currently require retailers with an in-state presence. Numerous state and local government bodies and their
representatives have stated their support for this legislation. For example, the National Governors Association has
voiced its support, stating that it is committed to the “goal of ensuring that Main Street retailers compete on a level
playing field with remote vendors,”9 and that this legislation “is simply about the collection of sales and use taxes
already owed.”10 Likewise, the National Conference of State Legislatures has endorsed the Marketplace Fairness Act of
2013.11 The Multistate Tax Commission supports federal legislative action in this area, as well as other state efforts to
address remote sales tax collection.12
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